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Big Data is considered the fourth paradigm of scientific
discovery along with experiment, theory and simulation.
Data and data-intensive computing are expected to lead
to new scientific knowledge and actionable insight. However, this focus on data does not imply a reduction in
importance of large-scale simulation capabilities, rather an
expansion of the scientific computing ecosystem to enable
new scientific discovery through the integration of data
from various sources, both simulation and experiment. To
realize this new scientific opportunity, complex intra- and
inter-facility workflows are necessary to move data, launch
computations, provide analysis to shape experiments in realtime, archive data, and make them available to a broader
community. These complex workflows require coordination
between multiple facilities, common standards and software,
and reliable infrastructure.
The Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility (OLCF)
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory and the National Energy
Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC) provide
some of the largest high-performance computing and storage
resources in the world to enable unprecedented scientific
breakthroughs. HPC centers are uniquely positioned to provide, in addition to the large-scale compute resources, datacentric resources, infrastructure, and services. Data management capabilities required by the scientific community include data redundancy, accessibility to a broader community,
and long-term storage. Also, HPC centers can facilitate the
new science that can be achieved from complex analysis
and integration of data from various sources. ORNL and
NERSC are working towards providing the high-reliability
and high-performance resources and infrastructure to support
and accelerate such data science discoveries. At ORNL these
data-centric resources are delivered today via the Oak Ridge

Abstract—Computer centers such as NERSC and OLCF
have traditionally focused on delivering computational capability that enables breakthrough innovation in a wide range
of science domains. Accessing that computational power has
required services and tools to move the data from input
and output to computation and storage. A “pivot to data”
is occurring in HPC. Data transfer tools and services that
were previously peripheral are becoming integral to scientific
workflows. Emerging requirements from high-bandwidth detectors, high-throughput screening techniques, highly concurrent simulations, increased focus on uncertainty quantification,
and an emerging open-data policy posture toward published
research are among the data-drivers shaping the networks, file
systems, databases, and overall compute and data environment.
In this paper we explain the pivot to data in HPC through
user requirements and the changing resources provided by
HPC with particular focus on data movement. For WAN
data transfers we present the results of a study of network
performance between centers.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Research agendas often start or end with data as a crucial
component to the scientific discovery process. This is true
for both simulation and experiment with examples in every
science domain, including particle physics [1], [2], cosmology [3], [4] climate science [5], [6], photon science [7], [8]
and materials discovery [9], [10]. The boundaries of the scientific computing ecosystem are being pushed beyond single
centers providing high-performance computing resources or
any single experimental facility. This expansion is a result of
the growing data generated as high-performance computing
(HPC) reaches toward exascale and the availability of data
from large instruments such as telescopes, colliders, and
light sources grows exponentially.
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Table I
DATA A RCHIVED ON HPSS AT THE OLCF AS OF M ARCH 2014

Compute and Date Environment for Science (CADES).
CADES provides a broad set of computatational and data
infrastructure coupled with “data services” serving projects
from multiple scientific domains, from materials science, to
earth system modeling.
Scientific workflows increasingly involve multiple locations for data storage and processing [11]. Predicting how
and why scientific workflows achieve their observed endto-end performance is a growing challenge for scientists
and network engineers. While the value of data comes
primarily in the data analysis, data movement is often
the underlying enabling mechanism for many parts of a
data intensive workflow. The exchange of data between
various sites is a significant challenge, and optimized data
transfers are a necessity to ensure scientific productivity.
Many tools and resources, such as high-bandwidth Wide
Area Networks (WAN), specialized data transfer servers and
WAN-optimized data transfer software, connect HPC centers
with each other and the other remote endpoints of the multilocation HPC workflows. Data movement between HPC
centers is also exemplary of workflow elements that require
coordination between centers. For this reason we present
an analysis of center-to-center data transfer over WAN and
describe best practices so that users can predict the impact
of data movement in their scientific workflows.
We discuss in Section II the scientific discovery ecosystem
currently provided at ORNL and NERSC and the motivation
for HPC centers to address data management rather than
simply providing storage. Section III describes some of
the complex workflows in the scientific ecosystem. Section
IV discusses the current infrastructure for data movement
and results for center-to-center transfer tests are given in
Section V. Section VI discusses future data roadmaps and
conclusions.
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to over 40 national laboratories, research institutions, and
universities.
The mission of the OLCF and NERSC is to accelerate scientific discovery by providing high performance computing
and data resources to the scientific community. Traditionally
HPC systems have dominated the mission focus due to the
overwhelming needs of the community for more computecycles and increased scale of simulation. Although this need
continues to grow, evident in the push toward exascale computing, recent utilization trends at the OLCF and NERSC
and forward-looking requirements gathering activities show
an equally important need to provide data-centric systems,
services and infrastructure to support the vast amounts of
data from both simulation and experiment. To illustrate
this, we discuss the simulation data currently stored at the
OLCF and NERSC and present pertinent findings from user
requirements surveys that project the HPC community0 s
future data needs.
A. Simulation Data
At the OLCF, the Titan supercomputer is served by a
32 petabyte (PB) Lustre parallel file system called Spider
II [14], providing scratch storage capable of 1 TB/s of
aggregate bandwidth. In the 4 months since commissioning
Spider II in December, usage has risen to 9.5 PB, equal to
the total usable capacity of the previous generation Spider
I. As seen on Spider II, Lustre filesystem usage can easily
grow exponentially, requiring HPC centers to enforce data
management policies to purge old files to make room for new
computation and analysis results. Data management policies
ensure that Spider II utilization plateaus to a manageable
capacity to maintain I/O performance. For a high performance filesystem like Spider II, a tradeoff is made in favor
of filesystem performance over capacity. The effect of this is
felt by the users in terms of shorter purge windows, which
creates a necessity for archival storage not subject to the
same limited-lifetime and capacity constraints.
Archival storage is provided through the High Performance Storage System (HPSS) technology at both the OLCF
and NERSC. HPSS at the OLCF has been active for over
15 years and currently is storing over 34.17 PB of data.
Figure 1 shows the HPSS usage at the OLCF from 2010
to present day, demonstrating a steady increase for HPSS
capacity due to the accelerating data generation capabilities

II. M OTIVATION
The Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility (OLCF)
and the National Energy Research Scientific Computing
Center (NERSC) are two U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
Office of Science User Facilities providing high performance
computing and data resources to the scientific community.
The OLCF at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
provides capability computing resources and is home to
Titan [12], the world’s second fastest supercomputer, a
18,688 compute node Cray XK7 system with an aggregate
peak speed of approximately 27 petaflops (PF). NERSC is
the Office of Science’s primary scientific computing facility,
providing capacity computing resources, including Hopper,
a 6,384 compute node Cray XE6 with a peak performance
of 1.28 PF and recently added Edison, a Cray XC30 with a
peak performance of 2.57 PF. These facilities are connected
through the DOE Energy Sciences Network (ESnet) [13],
a high-bandwidth network providing reliable connections
2
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OLCF HPSS usage from January 2010 to March 2014
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Figure 2. NERSC Global File System (NGF) and HPSS utilization and
future projection from 1999 to 2024

of computation, analysis, and visualization resources. Of the
1690 current OLCF users using archival storage, the median
user has only 0.5 TB stored while the average amount of data
stored per user is 18 TB. This can be explained by Table
I, which shows that while the majority of users have less
than a terabyte stored on the HPSS, a sizable community
of users store data greater than 10 TB. This distribution is
partially driven by the OLCF data management policy to
provide 2 TB of HPSS per user and 100 TB of HPSS in
a shared project space. A survey of the quarterly reports
from OLCF’s flagship Innovative and Novel Computational
Impact on Theory and Experiment (INCITE) allocation
program, show that most projects request 100 TB of archival
storage. Capacity beyond these policy limits requires special
approval.
The NERSC global file systems (NGF) provide 15 PB
of high bandwidth capacity. The HPSS archive and HPSS
backup systems at NERSC have data dating to 1976 and
contain a total of 62 PB of scientific data. Figure 2 shows
past and future capacity projections for both the NGF file
systems (disk) and HPSS archives (tape) [15]. The growth of
HPSS archive is about 70% per year. The growing demand
on disk capacity outstrips the ability to meet demand.
Current plans are to increase disk capacity at about 60%
per year based on technology capability. User demand for
our HPSS archive as derived from scientific requirements
reviews is 2 times what we are able to provide.
According to a requirements gathering exercise of the
OLCF user community [16], the need for data storage and

movement will increase with increasing compute power.
Respondents were asked to describe their future computing
needs projecting up to 2017. When users were asked to rate
the importance of various hardware features, archival storage
capacity ranked 4th after memory bandwidth, flops, and
interconnect bandwidth, and Wide Area Network (WAN)
bandwidth ranked 7th out of 12 possible features. Further,
respondents also speculated that their simulation data requirements would grow in 2017, such that the aggregate
storage needs would be 24 PB scratch and 164 PB archival
storage with the average data lifetime to be 10 years. Clearly
this indicates the importance of data movement and storage
to the HPC user community. The amount of data generated
will need an additional host of tools and support for data
mining, visualization, and reduction, but data movement and
storage needs must be met for those tools to be applied.
B. Data Movement
While the volume of stored scientific data shows significant growth, data sets are not stationary and data movement
is also increasing exponentially. Bandwidth is an increasingly key commodity in the enterprise of science. Long term
trends show exponential increases in realized bandwidth,
evident in Figure 3, which shows the ESnet monthly traffic
volume since 1990 and provides a very general view of
the aggregate growth in scientific data movement. This
trend is also seen from the perspective of a single HPC
center, NERSC, in Figure 4). There are multiple motivations
for this trend broadly, but HPC centers see two primary
3
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Figure 5. Example of a workflow created in the scientific investigation
process, showing the three layers: control flow, applications and software
tools, and physical computer hardware. Taken from the Technical Report
of the Office of Science Data-Management Challenge [11].
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application, and hardware needed to accomplish the dataintensive workflow. Associated with this workflow in the
report, were goals for data management. Among them were
the ability to better handle the massively parallel I/O that is
required to allow the supercomputer to perform I/O without
bottlenecks, the ability to analyze and visualize data as it is
produced and the ability to transfer the data efficiently. Many
of these goals have been well met for terascale computing
in the decade since this report was written, however the
computational capability has grown from the terascale to
the petascale and continues to grow, which keeps these goals
ever relevant.

Figure 3. ESnet monthly traffic volume from January 1990 to March 2014

A. Intra-Workflow

Figure 4.

Inside a single center many resources exist to allow a
multi-system workflow. At OLCF, data is simultaneously
accessible on Titan, its associated analysis and visualization
clusters, and the data transfer nodes via the center-wide
Lustre filesystem. HPSS has a dedicated data transfer node
for data movement to and from the Lustre filesystem. The
workflow show in Figure 6 is typical during the active part
of a project’s allocation, with some users archiving and
pulling data from HPSS every cycle. This workflow is easily
automated with batch scripts because passwordless cross
job submission is possible between Titan, the analysis and
visualization cluster, Rhea, and the data transfer node (HSI
DTN) used to access HPSS. Even projects with workflows
designed to utilize only one HPC center need efficient data
transfer, because data is typically moved to more permanent
storage at the end of a project.

NERSC daily WAN traffic volume since 2001

drivers of bandwidth 1) the exponential increase in detector
bandwidths from large scale scientific instrumentation and
2) the growth of Big Science collaboration to Internet scales
involving large distributed teams of scientists. Increasingly
HPC centers act as data hubs from which science gateways,
grids, and portals provide a meeting point for research data.
III. W ORKFLOW
Deploying architectures for data centric workflows differs significantly from HPC workloads in that there exist
fewer shared software standards. Data-centric workflows
are often highly layered involving a richer set of software
and services. Building the right infrastructure to support
such workloads involves a wider set of choices and greater
complexity in finding optimal performance.
The 2004 technical report on the Office of Science DataManagement Challenge [11] presents a general workflow
for a computational scientific experiment shown in Figure
5. Illustrated in this picture are the layers of control flow,

B. Inter-Workflow
With well-coordinated systems at HPC centers like those
at NERSC and OLCF, it is preferable to move computation
to the data, and science collaborations typically do this
whenever they can. However, it is frequently impossible
to move all the computation to the data. Example cases
include the use of HPC resources to analyze data produced
at a remote facility, the gathering of data sets from multiple
4
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Typical workflow for computation at OLCF

sources for intercomparison purposes, and the transfer of
data sets from a filesystem at one facility to the filesystem
at another facility (e.g. because of available applications,
system capabilities, or allocation availability). The following
case studies stand as examples of inter-facility workflows.
1) Spallation Neutron Source: ORNL operates the
world’s brightest neutron source, the Spallation Neutron
Source (SNS) that hosts hundreds of scientists from around
the world, providing a platform to enable break-through
research in materials science, sustainable energy, and basic
science. Due to the high-power on target (1.4 MW), the
pulsed nature of the source and the high-resolution detector
technologies, instruments at the SNS are capable of generating millions of neutron events per second. A collaboration
between ORNL computing and SNS data experts has developed a streaming data acquisition system and workflow management system coupled to a high-performance computing
infrastructure for capturing data from the neutron detectors
and the sample environment equipment. The Accelerating
Data Acquisition, Reduction, and Analysis (ADARA) system provides near real-time feedback to users and data
collected is instantly available to the user and for processing
on a high-performance computing infrastructure. This data
streaming infrastructure differs from other file-based datamovement approaches and, in the case of the SNS, was
more appropriate for near real-time feedback as data can
begin to be processed as it is generated. Today, all SNS data
(hundreds of terabytes) is managed by ORNL’s CADES.
2) Stanford Linear Accelerator Center Linac Coherent
Light Source(LSCS): The most accurate structural analysis
of complex biomolecular machines is currently derived
through single particle x-ray crystallography. Thousands or
millions of diffractive images of aerosol droplets that contain
on average a single particle are composed to reconstruct
angstrom scale three dimensional structures. The overall
workflow involves high bandwidth collection of images

Figure 8. An Experiment run at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
(SLAC) utilizes the resources at NERSC via ESnet.

at the devices, prompt analysis to determine data quality,
followed by storage and analysis of tens to hundreds of
terabytes of detector data. In 2013 one experiment on the
photosystem-II system conducted by Nick Sauter resolved
the structure of this important biological system using
130TB of image data. The data-centric aspects of that
experiment are detailed in Figure 8. This LCLS diffraction
experiment can generate 150TB of data which is analyzed in
parallel. Data movement from the instrument to computing
capability, HPC execution, and data access through a webbased gateway form the overall workflow.
3) Bellerphon: Multi-center HPC workflows often employ methods to reduce the data locally before it is transferred. For example, a collaboration using resources at
NERSC, OLCF and NICS to study core-collapse supernovae
[17] have developed an automated workflow control tool
called Bellerphon [18]. The multi-tiered elements, including
HPC center resources, web and data servers, and userfriendly data presentation clients, of this workflow are shown
in figure 9. Components of this software system locally
reduce the data generated by HPC core-collapse supernova
simulations. The reduced data is then archived to HPSS
and transferred in near real-time to a remote web and data
server where it is rendered and made accessible via a web5

Figure 10. Compute, storage and networking systems at NERSC in 2014.

Figure 9.

A schematic representation of Bellerophons n-tier architecture.

Ideally, a workflow has a high degree of automation. However, each time data is transferred to a new facility, authentication must be used to gain access to the facility’s systems.
The rules and requirements for security and authentication at
different intuitions vary, requiring researchers to customize
their workflows for the allowed authentication methods of
each center. Centers like the OLCF that must maintain a
high degree of security, require one-time passwords (OTP)
for authentication that must be manually entered. When ssh
key authentication is allowed, as NERSC and CADES do,
and the limited-time proxy certificates that stand in for OTP
for gridFTP transfers, as both OLCF and NERSC allow,
automation of transfers is possible via scripting.
An additional challenge in data movement requirements
are the file size distributions at HPC centers. Large parallel
jobs like those run on Titan can generate millions of small
files very quickly, while other data sets contain files of 100
TB or greater. Both extremes of many small files and a
few monolithic files pose unique technical challenges to
the transfer tools and the distributed parallel filesystems
on which they are stored. In the small file case, increased
overhead is incurred in terms of more metadata operations
for the sending and receiving filesystems and in increased
CPU utilization by the tools to coordinate the transfer of
each file. The overhead from metadata operations on 1MB
files can easily become the bottleneck in a WAN transfer
even over a 10Gbit/s network backbone. A common remedy
for this slowdown is to “tar” files into a single file before
transfer. However, an interruption during transfer could
require restarting the transfer of the single large file, or with
some parallel transfer tools, the entire data set. Thus, it is
increasingly necessary to use fault tolerant transfer tools, and
educate users about how to navigate the parameter space of
these tools to suit their workflow.
In this section approaches, tools, and infrastructure deployed at NERSC and OLCF that enable multi-center workflows will be discussed.

deliverable, Java application. Currently, Bellerophon uses
the scp Linux utility augmented with ssh key authentication
as its primary data transfer method. This workflow process
has reliably delivered up-to-date data analysis artifacts for
multiple core-collapse supernova models however the slow
transfer speed of scp has occasionally resulted in incomplete
transmissions of the data. The collaboration is now running
three-dimensional supernova models, which generate one
to two orders of magnitude, more data per model. The
collaboration is investigating methods for visualizing the
data locally at the HPC centers and only transferring the
resulting images to their home institution. Thus, one of the
primary future workflow challenge for this collaboration is
to compatibly automatic local visualization of the data at
each HPC center.
Deriving user requirements from data-centric workloads
is an important but challenging undertaking. Tools such as
Netlogger, Bro, LMT, IPM, and perfSONAR, all provide
views into aspects of these workloads, but as yet, there is
no overarching or quantitatively reliable way to globally
assess data-centric workflows. As such we rely on the data
available, often from disparate sources, integrating that with
input from users through surveys and direct contact. We
also suggest a wider and continued effort to build workload
analysis into HPC more directly moving toward an enterprise
level dashboard for HPC resourcing.
IV. DATA T RANSFER
When the workflow involves resources at multiple centers,
speed and reliability of the transfer is required to keep
the parts of the simulation cycle in sync. Because data
movement is so important, both science networks and HPC
facilities put significant engineering effort into ensuring
consistently high data transfer performance for data transfer,
data ingest, and data export. There are significant challenges
to data transfer including security, diverse workloads impeding performance, and compatibility of software at each
endpoint.

A. Infrastructure
Figure 10 shows the NERSC compute, storage and networking systems provided in 2014. The NERSC environ6
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service oriented architecture to provide the most utility for
common data transfer scenarios. The data transfer cluster is
divided by function with 2 nodes dedicated for interactive
use, 10 for batch-scheduled transfers, and 3 for transfers
to the HPSS archive. Interactive node usage shows that the
data transfer tools studied in this paper (scp, rsync, bbcp, and
GridFTP) are commonly used. With only 2 nodes for this
purpose, these are the most heavily used and the Ethernet
interfaces are often fully utilized. However, these nodes
are susceptible to misuse and users running CPU intensive
tasks such as computation, data processing, and analysis,
can impede data transfers of other users. Free from this contention, the scheduled data transfer nodes are intended for
long running transfers with tools such as GridFTP for WAN
transfers and dcp [19] for intra-center transfers. Transfers
using these nodes can easily be integrated with workflows
on Titan since they share the same batch scheduling system.
The remaining 3 transfer nodes are for moving data using
the hsi tool to interact with the HPSS. With this segregation
of transfer nodes by function, users at the OLCF are able to
manage contention for these nodes and match the hardware
to the needed capacity of each function.
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Compute, storage, and networking systems at OLCF in 2014.

ment reflects a goal of providing localized high performance
I/O to each of the compute systems through their local
scratch file systems, while maintaining an increasing capability in centralized storage for all computational systems.
The key systems at NERSC for data movement are the
Data Transfer Nodes (DTNs) and the global scratch and
project file systems. There are four NERSC DTNs that are
connected directly via 10Gb ethernet close to the network
border; experience shows this maximizes the bandwidth
available to those servers. The DTNs are also highly connected to the NGF file systems such as global scratch
and project with an Infiniband storage network. Transfer
statistics over the past few years show that the four DTNs
at NERSC move several petabytes of data each year and are
second only to Hopper in the amount of data moved.
At the OLCF, an Infiniband fabric, named SION (Scalable
I/O Network) is at the core of the center’s I/O architecture
serving Titan, multiple institutional clusters, and enabling
transfers to remote sites by way of data transfer nodes
shown in Figure 11. With one side of the data transfer nodes
facing SION, and the other side connected to the OLCF
Ethernet backbone, the DTNs provide authorized users a
means to efficiently move data to or from any connected
filesystem or archive. The transfer nodes adopt the Science
DMZ model and have Ethernet interfaces on an IP network
with a minimal number of hops and firewalls to the ESnet
backbone.
Bridging two high speed networks also means the DTNs
could be a bottleneck to data movement. SION’s primary
purpose is to provide the highest possible I/O bandwidth
between Titan and Spider II with 1TB/s of aggregate capacity between the two. The other side is ESnet, built
with a 100Gbit/s (12.5GB/s) backbone. Thus, a single DTN
equipped with a 10Gbit/s Ethernet interface is the rate limiter
in this architecture. OLCF is in the process of upgrading the
DTNs with 40Gbits network interfaces, but even so, multiple
nodes must be deployed and care must be taken to avoid
contention for a single node’s bandwidth.
In response to this challenge, the OLCF has taken a

B. The Science DMZ Approach
The Science DMZ model [20] provides a set of design patterns for building data transfer infrastructure that performs
consistently well. The primary components are: sufficient
bandwidth to avoid congestion, a location in the network at
or near the site perimeter, network test and measurement for
performance verification, dedicated systems for data transfer,
and high-performance data transfer tools running on those
systems. Building dedicated systems (called Data Transfer
Nodes or DTNs) for data transfer is already familiar to many
HPC systems engineers, as is the use of high-performance
data transfer tools such as Globus [21]. Experienced systems
engineers understand the importance of tuning and proper
tools - nobody with experience in HPC expects the default
system configuration and data transfer toolset (e.g. SCP) to
be useful for high-performance workloads. The same is true
for networks - the network must be engineered to provide the
high-performance services required to support data-intensive
science. In particular, the elimination of packet loss is very
important for high-performance long-distance data transfers.
Packet loss is so detrimental to TCP performance (Figure
12) that the elimination of packet loss is a central focus
of performance engineering for HPC center networks and
wide area networks such as ESnet. Just as HPC systems
engineers design and tune for maximum performance and
monitor metrics to ensure good outcomes, HPC network
engineers design and tune for performance and also deploy
test and measurement systems running perfSONAR [22][23]
to allow them to verify that the network is performing as
it should. The Science DMZ model succinctly describes
the elements of a high-performance network infrastructure
7

Figure 13.
Figure 12. Impact of packet loss on data transfer performance as the
distance between data transfer nodes increases. Shows need for specific
engineering for high-performance data transfers, perfSONAR. Originally
appeared in [20] (annotations added).

Comparison of transfer tools.

data rate limitation). In addition to throughput tests, perfSONAR uses one-way amplitude measurement (OWAMP)
[28] [29] to measure several metrics including one-way
delay, packet loss, and packet re-ordering between two test
hosts. OWAMP is sensitive enough to detect queuing delay
in the routers and switches in the network path, and is
very useful in locating sources of packet loss that cause
poor throughput performance. The perfSONAR tools can be
used interactively by engineers engaged in troubleshooting,
and can also be run regularly to establish a performance
baseline and a historical record of performance over time.
Regular tests are very useful for identifying the time at which
performance changed - this often helps narrow the search
for a cause (e.g. in the case of a change in performance
that coincides with a maintenance event). Test results can
be displayed using the native perfSONAR graphing tools
(see figure 17), or aggregated into a dashboard [30].
The perfSONAR throughput tests are typically configured
to run in one of two modes, each with a different philosophical basis. One mode is sometimes used by network operators,
and is specific to the network infrastructure being monitored.
The tests are designed to provide as much insight as possible
into the health and functionality of the network. In the other
mode, the tests are configured to resemble production data
transfer traffic as closely as possible. This second mode is
by far the most useful for HPC centers, and for the networks
that carry data-intensive science traffic. When the throughput
tests are as good a proxy as possible for production traffic, it
is easier to use the tests to identify the cause of performance
problems encountered on production systems.

capable of reliably supporting data-intensive science.
C. perfSONAR
Since packet loss is so detrimental to network performance, maintaining an infrastructure that supports dataintensive science requires the ability to find and fix problems
quickly. Traditional network monitoring systems are very
good at raising an alert when a so-called “hard failure,” such
as a system crash or network outage, occurs. However, “soft
failures” as described in [20] cause performance degradation
without drawing attention to an obvious cause. Traditional
network monitoring systems are typically unable to locate
the cause of the degradation for two reasons - first, nothing
has obviously failed (something is just not working as well
as it should be) and second, the performance degradation is
often observable only at the end systems. A large number
of networks, universities, laboratories, and facilities use
perfSONAR to independently test and measure the network
in order to find and fix performance problems. There are
over 1000 perfSONAR test hosts deployed worldwide [24],
and the global distribution of these test hosts is a hugely
valuable resource for isolating performance problems.
We briefly describe two of the primary test and measurement tools in the perfSONAR toolkit here - one for the
measurement of throughput, and the other for measuring
delay and packet loss. perfSONAR manages throughput
measurements by means of the Bandwidth test Controller
(BWCTL) [25], which in turn runs one of several throughput
test tools - typically Iperf (version 2 or version 3) [26], or
nuttcp [27]. The reason BWCTL is used rather than running
the throughput test directly is that BWCTL provides several
capabilities that make it valuable in the larger perfSONAR
context. BWCTL serializes tests, so that a given test host
only runs one test at a time. In addition, BWCTL has a
simple policy language and authentication mechanisms, so
that tests can be controlled and managed (example limits
include duration, type of test, IP address restrictions, and

D. Data Transfer Software
Data transfer methods must be easy to use and widely
available at HPC centers since the given method must be
functional and installed at both ends of the data transfer.
Speed is vital for larger data transfers, but between two
tools that offer adequate speed and features for a large data
transfer workflow, users will often choose the tool with the
best ease of use over the tool with maximum speed. Figure
13 shows several features of four frequently used transfer
tools, scp, rsync, bbcp, globus-url-copy (GUC), and Globus
8

(GO), common to OLCF and NERSC.
scp and rsync are single tcp stream tools common to any
Unix-like system and provides minimal options to confuse
the user. rsync has additional options to improve performance and provide control of file transfers. rsync allows
files to be “synced” by only sending the differences between
the source files and existing files, which can greatly improve
subsequent transfer times and give the ability to recover from
a failed transfer without losing initial progress. bbcp is a
multi-streaming point-to-point network file copy application
created at SLAC as a tool for the BaBar collaboration [31].
bbcp uses simple SSH authentication, can be scripted into
the workflow similar to rsync, and also provides a large number of options to control the file transfer performance and
resiliency. globus-url-copy (GUC) and Globus are GridFTP
clients. GUC is a command line tool that allows the choice
of several parameters to optimize the transfer speed. Globus
[21], formerly called Globus Online, is a hosted GridFTP
service that allows the use of a browser to transfer files between trusted sites called endpoints. This service optimizes
the transfer for users, automatically handles restarts when
transfer errors occur, and offers checksum validation of the
data as a default. It also offers a command-line interface
so transfers can be scripted. The challenges for users of
GridFTP are that each HPC center has differing policies
for the method of authentication and not all centers support
GridFTP.
Many factors can impact the speed of a transfer. From
the network side, average Round Trip Time (RTT) of data,
usually seen in ms between the hosts, number of parallel
TCP streams used, and the congestion window on the sender
which works in conjunction with the TCP receive window
on the remote host which on modern Linux system scales
during the course of the transfer. To get around single TCP
stream limitations, imposed by tools like scp and rsync, tools
like bbcp and GUC and globus are able to use multiple TCP
streams in parallel (-s for bbcp and -p for GUC). This will
still limit to the max available bandwidth of a single data
transfer node, 10Gb in this use case. The GUC tool can take
this even further by using two or more nodes for the transfer
on both ends by using the stripe mode. This allows for multinode transfers at speeds beyond a single 10Gb connection.
The speed will be determined by the available bandwidth on
both ends as well as filesystem speed. In the next section
we test these tools for speed and utility.

earlier, the ESnet backbone is capable of 100 Gbit/s between
the border routers at each site. Each of the DTNs in these
transfer tests has a single 10 Gbit/s link between it and the
border routers. In a network constrained scenario, we expect,
at best, approximately 10 Gbit/s in a single direction between
two DTN endpoints. In the globus-url-copy (GUC) tests with
a stripe count of 2, we are utilizing 2 pairs of endpoints,
so the physical network capacity allows for 20 Gbit/s.
However, all of these network links are shared resources
and while these tests were carried out during the hours of
night showing the lowest utilization, we expect that our tests
were contending with traffic from other users. For a single
TCP stream to achieve full network link utilization, not
only would it need a quiet network, but also consideration
of TCP and linux kernel tuning parameters. Such tuning
advice is provided by ESnet’s Fasterdata Knowledge Base
[32]. Single-stream tools like scp and rsync are susceptible
to inefficient link utilization, while tools that are capable
of multi-stream transfers, such as bbcp, GUC, and Globus,
parallelize data transfers over multiple TCP connections.
This achieves a higher link utilization through a process in
IP networks called statistical multiplexing, where multiple
streams keep packets queued on a network device, which
are then transmitted as fast as the link will allow.
While each site has a high performance parallel filesystem
capable of many GB/s of aggregate throughput, the transfers
of interest for this paper involve a limited number of DTNs,
thus the I/O capacity between the DTN and the filesystem
can be a rate-limiter. Furthermore, each DTN acts as a single
client, and only a single process may be interacting with the
filesystem. The Lustre filesystem has a single-client, singleprocess performance limitation that is demonstrated in Table
IV. Tools evaluated in this paper only have a single process
tasked with filesystem I/O, so this limitation is in effect.
However, the single-process limitation can be circumvented
by increasing the client count involved in a transfer by
striping across 2 or more DTNs with GUC. Future tools such
as dcp [19] coordinate multiple processes in the transfer, so
higher utilization of the each link between the DTN and the
filesystem could be achieved. It’s worth mentioning that the
I/O paths between the DTNs and their respective filesystem
are subject to use by other users on the same DTN. Also
NGF and Spider II are both shared center-wide filesystems,
so there will be components of the DTN’s I/O path that
will see contention from large HPC systems like Titan and
Edison.
Other filesystem operations such those between the client
and metadata server, and lock management tasks must be
also be completed during an application’s file transfer. As
average file size in a dataset decreases, the percentage of
time spent relative to the actual data transfer will increase,
registering a slower throughput measurement. While this
effect is universal across all transfer applications tested,
some are better able to pipeline file metadata operations,

V. DATA T RANSFER R ESULTS AND I MPACT
To frame the context of our results we discuss the limits
of the network and filesystem I/O infrastructures and how
they interact with the various data transfer applications.
When looking at the network infrastructure in isolation
from the filesystem or application, we are looking at the
theoretical transfer layer (layer 3 in the OSI model) throughput between DTNs at NERSC and ORNL. As described
9
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Figure 14. Average transfer rate in Mbit/s using GUC, GUC with striping,
Globus, bbcp, and rsync
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Figure 15. Average Time in minutes for transfers using GUC, GUC with
striping, Globus, and bbcp

which is strongly beneficial for cases of many small files.
Applications supporting striping or parallel processes have
an advantage in this respect because they can make use of
multiple clients, each with a separate channel for operations
with a metadata server.
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A. Data Transfer Tests
With these potential limitations in mind we present the
rates from different transfer tools as compared to what is
achievable by perfSONAR. While perfSONAR demonstrated
that single-stream TCP performance between NERSC and
ORNL DTNs could average 4518.9 Mbit/s, the applications
we tested typically achieved results below that number.
The difference is approximately the combined effect of
application and I/O inefficiencies. By measuring the ORNL
and NERSC filesystem throughput in workloads comparable
to data I/O by the transfer application, we establish an
expected filesystem rate, such that the limiting factor for the
transfer can be identified, be it network, I/O, or application
overhead.
Users who request help with transfers often need to
transfer several terabytes of data, but the average file size can
vary significantly. For this reason we pick two configurations
of data to transfer, both totaling 1TB: a single 1TB file and
one directory with ten 100GB files. The 4 cases of multistreaming data transfer applications that we evaluated are
globus-url-copy (GUC), GUC with striping over two DTNs,
Globus, and BBCP. For GUC and BBCP we use four parallel
tcp streams (-s 4 for bbcp and -p 4 for GUC), the default
filesystem buffer size of 1MB and allow the TCP buffer to
scale as the tool permits during the transfer. For Globus we
turn off the default checksum of the files to get a measure
of just the transfer speed.
Figure 14 shows the average throughput achieved with
each tool while transferring 1TB in a single file and in ten
100GB files. The fastest tool was clearly GUC when used
with the stripe option. This option allows the transfer to
utilize two pairs of DTN endpoints in parallel, so theoretical
network capacity is 20Gbit/s and I/O capacity is limited by
2 filesystem clients. Since walltime is the factor needed to
understand how data transfer fits into a workflow, Figure
15 shows the average duration in minutes for each multi-

Figure 16.
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streaming method. For comparison, a tool that could saturate
a dedicated 10 Gbit/s path between NERSC and ORNL
DTNs, would complete a 1TB transfer in 14 minutes. A
1TB transfer at the real-world network capacity measured
by perfSONAR would take 31 minutes. All methods of disk
to disk transfers were able to transfer 1 TB in under two
hours, except rsync, which is not shown on this plot because
it averaged over 7 hours.
Figure 17 shows a graph of the measured bidirectional
usage between ORNL and NERSC over ESnet for the month
of April as measured by perfSONAR. The ORNL system
dedicated to perfSONAR is on a separate 10 Gbit/s link
from the DTNs used for the tests in this paper, so our
tests are not reflected in this graph. Nonetheless, it gives
a reasonable estimate of the useable bandwidth available
on a 10 Gbit/s path between the two sites. Note that the
bandwidth fluctuates between 1-5 Gbit/s even in the absence
of our testing. The graphs show that the least utilization
occurs late at night, but before the early morning hours.

Figure 17. perfSONAR throughput between ORNL and NERSC for April
2014
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Table II
T HROUGHPUT TEST USING GUC

The majority of the transfer tests were conducted during
this quiet period.
Figure 16 shows the average throughput of each tool as
a percentage of the average bandwidth for a single TCP
stream as measured by perfSONAR’s BWCTL tool during
the transfer. All systems shown here are in production, so
perfSONAR shows the best case scenario for saturating the
pipe with a single TCP stream during the time of each
test. From comparison of the rsync tests with perfSONAR,
it is clear that a singe TCP stream tool does a poor job
of saturating the bandwidth. The gap between the usable
network capacity as measured by perfSONAR and the application transfer could be explained by overhead in either the
application or filesystem I/O. We use tools that are capable
of sending multiple TCP streams to achieve better saturation
of the bandwidth. We do not expect the tools to achieve
multiple times the bandwidth seen by perSONAR and figure
16 confirms that they do not.
Of the applications tested, Globus transferring the 10
100GB files achieves the best rate of transfer. Since this
is a hosted service that optimizes the transfer for the user,
the details of the optimizations made are unknown. The next
best rate was achieved with GUC striping across 2 DTNs.
This test can take advantage of two 10Gb links to ESnet
and two filesystem clients. Note, for the parallel streaming
tools, the file with 10 100GB files achieves better throughput
than a single file. Exposing parallelism through multiple files
can increase filesystem I/O rates, but further investigation is
needed to determine where the efficiency gain comes from
in a disk-to-disk WAN transfer.
To understand the impacts of each component (network,
application, filesystem), we look at the pre-tests of our GUC
transfers to verify whether each component in the disk-todisk transfer is operating as expected and the test is not
being run during times of heavy user contention. The pretests consist of running GUC for 30 seconds are designed to
stress a particular component of the transfer while including
any application overhead. The memory to memory test is
most demanding of the network, while the disk to memory
and memory to disk tests stress filesystem I/O at each site.
The results for GUC including the pre-tests are shown
in Table II. We use the rate shown for the transfer from
ORNL memory to NERSC memory as a measure of network
capacity for this transfer. When incorporating one filesystem
at a time on the NERSC and OLCF sides, the transfers were
only able to fill 80% and 50%, respectively, of the usable
network capacity. Given the results of the pre-tests, it is not
surprising that the 1 TB transfer immediately following this
test was able to only achieve 47% of network capacity.
Consider the same test with GUC, but using 2 endpoints at
both NERSC and ORNL to conduct the transfer in parallel.
This is achieved using the stripe option with GUC. Striping
in the context of GUC means to segment the file into fixedsize chunks (1MB by default) and pass off the chunks to

Test
OLCF Mem to NERSC Mem
NERSC Disk to ORNL Mem
OLCF Disk to NERSC Mem
1 1TB file

Average Rate
Mbit/s
4144
3335
2078
1932

% Network Capacity
100
80
50
46

Table III
T HROUGHPUT TEST USING GUC STRIPE : UTILIZING TWO DTN S
Test
OLCF Mem to NERSC Mem
NERSC Disk to ORNL Mem
ORNL Disk to NERSC Mem
1 1TB file

Average Rate
Mbit/s
8874
5339
4646
2965

% Network Capacity
100
60
52
33

multiple DTNs to carry out the network transfer. On the
remote side, a process is responsible for assembling the
chunks in order and writing contiguous data to disk.
Table III shows the improvement in transfer rates utilizing
GUC striping across DTNs on each end with the default
stripe size of 1MB. The end-to-end 1TB file transfer using
the GUC striping option increased to 1.5 times the values
seen in II. The memory-to-memory throughput increased
by approximately a factor of 2, benefitting from multiple 10Gbit/s paths. The throughput of the OLCF disk-tomemory test also more than doubled from the values seen in
II. However, the NERSC disk-to-memory test only increased
by 60%. It is apparent that the striping option overcomes
a significant filesystem related limitation for the Lustre
filesystem.
A major difference with respect to the filesystem between
the GUC and GUC with stripe scenarios is that striping
doubles the filesystem client count. Since single client
filesystem performance is limited on the Lustre filesystem,
we measure the limitation with the I/O benchmarking tool
fio [33]. All tests transferred 128GB to avoid caching effects
on the DTNs at ORNL and NERSC with main memory sizes
of 64GB and 48GB respectively. While some advanced applications take advantage of asynchronous I/O libraries, we
chose the ioengine ”sync” for fio, for similarity to the POSIX
IO system calls used by the GUC application. Parallelism
was varied by the running tests with 1, 2, and 8 processes,
each transferring an equal part of the 128GB transfer. While
tests were conducted on a single DTN client, increasing the
parallelism through more processes approximates increasing
parallelism through multiple clients.
The resulting average filesystem throughput can be seen
in Table IV. The write throughput on the ORNL Lustre
filesystem with a single process was limited to 2113 Mbit/s,
which is just a shade above the GUC 1TB file transfer
rate without striping. The read throughput on the NERSC
GPFS filesystem was 14859 Mbit/s, higher than the capacity
11

the recursive copy and Globus took 362 seconds to do the
transfer.

of the DTN’s 10Gbit/s network links, so we infer that the
bottleneck of the single GUC 1TB file transfer is the Lustre
filesystem throughput at ORNL. As the number of processes
increases to two, throughput is 3684 Mbit/s, and at eight
processes the throughput exceeds the capacity of a 10Gbit/s
link.

Since these tests were benchmarks we did not include
the time for validation of the data in the transfer rate.
Globus computes checksums to verify the data integrity of
the transfer - this is enabled by default, and so is included in
the transfer time by default. This feature can be turned off
by the user, however at data scales of hundreds of terabytes
or more it is typically wise to use a tool that has integrity
checking built-in (even though there is a performance cost).
A checksum, using the utility md5sum, of the 1TB directory
of ten 100 GB files required two hours to complete. The
average time to transfer this directory with GO without its
default checksum was 41 minutes. Using Globus0 s builtin checksum the time for the checksum and the transfer
was 100 minutes. Users can save time by using tools that
have been optimized and streamlined for the whole transfer
process.

Table IV
D ISK T HROUGHPUT M EASUREMENT WITH FIO
Site
NERSC
NERSC
ORNL
ORNL
ORNL

IO Operation
read
read
write
write
write

Number of
Processes
1
2
1
2
8

Average Rate
Mbit/s
14859
13193
2113
3684
11642

This filesystem benchmarking with fio shows that the
performance improvement from GUC to GUC with striping
comes from parallelism at the Lustre client. The distributed
copy tool dcp already gives users high parallel filesystem
throughput through task parallelism, but it does not have the
the ability to transfer data over a WAN. Non-striped diskto-disk transfers could achieve throughput near the memoryto-memory rates demonstrated in these tests if applications
were re-written to interact with the filesystem with a degree
of parallelism appropriate for the underlying filesystem
technology.

Ability to script a transfer tool into a workflow is an
important factor in its usability. All tools utilized here have
the option of a scriptable command line interface. The issue
with scripting is that manual authentication is required to
gain use of the DTNs at OLCF and other facilities with
similar security concerns. The Grid tools, like GUC and
Globus, can make use of proxy certificates to stand in for
passwords on systems that support gridFTP, but the proxy
only last for a limited time. For example, OLCF users have
a maximum of 12 hours to use the proxy before it must be
renewed with a manual entry of the users OTP. The initial
setup of the certificates that allow the proxy can be daunting.
At OLCF setup requires a multi-day process of attaining an
unique Open Science Grid certificate for authentication and
requesting each facility to map the certificate on the data
transfer nodes. Documentation of this process across the various facilities ranges from poor to copious, requiring users
to search and cross-reference across websites to complete
the task at both ends of the transfer.

B. Transfer Tools Ease of Use
It is important to note that it was difficult to get complete
transfers, without manual restarts for the directories of files
with most tools. Globus was the only fast tool that showed no
difficulty in any transfer trial. However, Globus restarts the
transfer if there are errors without user intervention. Rsync,
though slow, also was able to transfer the files reliably on
the first try. Only 3 in 10 attempts to transfer the directory
with BBCP resulted in a clean transfer of all 10 files with no
manual restarts. BBCPs documentation does not recommend
recursive directory transfers; rather it recommends the use of
compression when the user must transfer directories. BBCP
has an option for using a pipe inside transfer syntax to
employ compression tools like tar and gtar. This prevents
the user from having to manually tar and untar a set of
files at the ends of the transfer. The average rate of the
transfer using bbcps pipe option with gtar of the 1 terabyte
was 560 Mbits, a quarter of the recursive copy speed. The
long running time required makes this method undesirable
for large transfers, however, smaller transfer may benefit.
Four tests of directories containing 1000 1MB files were
transferred to NERSC successfully with BBCP using the
pipe option with gtar. The average rate was 704 Mbits and
average time to complete of was 200 seconds. A complete
copy of this directory using the recursive bbcp option was
not obtained in many tries. rsync took 439 seconds to do

At NERSC users may obtain a unique OSG certificate, but
they also may obtain a short-lived proxy certificate without
obtaining a unique OSG certificate. Globus makes it easy to
use certificates issued from different institutions. However,
tools like GUC become very complicated to use when their
command line must specify two different certificates for the
user.
bbcp and rsync can be setup to allow password-less
ssh key authentication. However, not all centers allow this
method. bbcp can be set up to push and pull data from
one center, thus making it scriptable if one of the center0 s
systems allow password-less ssh keys. Pushing data to
NERSC with bbcp works well in these tests, however when
pulling data from NERSC, the connection timed-out before
any of the 1 TB transfers could complete.
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2) 20th Century Climate Reanalysis: An early use-case
occurred when the 20th Century Climate Reanalysis Project,
led by researcher Gil Compo, needed to transfer 40 TB of
data from OLCF to NERSC.
This project uses simulations to reconstruct climate data
from historical weather maps dating from 1871 to present
day [5]. This data is made available on the web through a
science gateway at NERSC: http://portal.nersc.gov/project/
20C Reanalysis. These reconstructions are used to validate
new climate computer models, compare present extreme
weather events with historical events, and understand how
extreme events are changing. The project has received allocations on a number of large resources throughout the
years including NERSC and OLCF. In mid-2011 the project
needed to transfer data generated from simulations run
on OLCF’s Jaguar system to NERSC which housed the
primary Science Gateway for the project. While the volume
of data transferred was modest compared to some more
recent examples, this transfer had some unique aspects.
For example, the data was moved directly between archival
storage systems at each site. To accomplish this, staff at
both sites had to modify and tune the hsi tool which is used
to interact with the archival storage system (HPSS). This
tool is typically used to move data locally but is capable
of initiating 3rd party transfers. In addition to this tuning,
NERSC and OLCF staff were able to leverage lessons
learned from the Data Transfer Working Group to facilitate
moving the data.
3) Direct Numerical Simulations of Chemical Detonations: Tools and hardware must be constantly updated and
the best tools for data movement require continued coordination between centers. Take for example, the hosted GridFTP
service Globus Online that allows the use of a browser to
transfer files between trusted sites called endpoints. Like
basic GridFTP, all the challenges of this method are in
the setup of the certificates used for authentication and in
the fact that both ends of the transfer must support Globus
Online. In 2013, OLCF began to support a public Globus
endpoint on its interactive DTNs. Also in 2013, OLCF user
Jacqueline Beckvermit generated 80 TB of Data from direct
numerical simulations of chemical combustion. The data
needed to be moved to the ALCF at ANL to continue the
project at the end of their OLCF allocation. Tests at OLCF
showed that GUC and BBCP spawned from the contentionfree scheduled data transfer nodes were the fastest transfer
methods [35], but Globus offered the most hassle-free path
for the user and included a built-in checksum for data
verification. Beckvermit was able to move her data to ANL
at an average rate of 1000 Mbit/s, a rate which also included
the time needed for the default checksum provided by
Globus. Apart from documentation and minor aid provided
by user assistance at ALCF and OLCF, Berckvermit was
able to move the data herself without the specialized systems
described in the first two case studies above. This was

Figure 18. Image from the 20th Century Reanalysis project illustrating
the 1900 Galveston hurricane.

C. Data Pace-Setters: Results From Case Studies
The following case studies illustrate how the infrastructure
and tools described in the preceding sections and collaboration between OLCF, NERSC and ESnet has benefitted the
workflows of users with data movement needs.
1) Combustion research challenge for multi-lab workflow: From 2007-2009, combustion research led by Jackie
Chen achieved the first three dimensional numerical simulation of a turbulent non-premixed air flame [34]. The science
team’s work found new flame phenomena not seen in previous two dimensional numerical simulations. Scientists on
the project required computational, visual, and data systems
and services at a number of DOE laboratories, to include
NERSC, ORNL and Sandia National Laboratory. The data
required for the simulation was around 10 terabytes, and
team members worked with Damian Hazen at NERSC to
move the data using the NERSC DTNs from ORNL to
NERSC. The data transfer was one of the first production
uses of the DTNs and the success was important to prove
the benefits of combining network, storage and systems
expertise to the challenges of inter-facility data movement.
Researchers spent less time moving their data between
facilities and more time using the data towards science
accomplishment.
The project also adopted a Kepler workflow system to
automate their S3D simulations. The simulations generate
30 and 130 TBs of data per run and they used the workflow
to help manage their data across systems and sites. Using the
Kepler workflow helped them perform data intensive science
simulations and could be adopted to help other data intensive
workloads.
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possible because of the knowledge gained from cases like
the previous case studies and because OLCF and ALCF had
the required hardware, software and public globus endpoints
already setup and working.
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VI. C ONCLUSION
Data transfer and analysis are becoming integral aspects
of HPC facility architecture. Computing centers traditionally
focused on large-scale simulation are expanding their repertoire to include user-facing data services. These services in
turn require novel data-centric architectural thinking. This
pivot is driven as much by massively concurrent petascale
HPC IØdemands as it is by the flood of experimental
data from advanced facilities. Existing HPC centers are the
ideal place to hybridize, economize, and standardize next
generation scientific data services.
Many scientific domains are increasingly reliant on scalable, high-performance data management tools and technologies. While this paper has focused on one core area, data
movement, a broader set of services are required to address
current and emerging needs across a breadth of scientific
pursuits. Many of these services build or could be built upon
core infrastructure available at major facilities such as the
OLCF and NERSC but require different system software
and middleware as well as different allocation policies than
traditional HPC users. At ORNL, these “data services” are
delivered today through the broader Oak Ridge Compute
and Data Environment for Science.
Emerging services can include structured storage services
such as Key Value and Graph databases. Alternative runtime
environments to MPI such as Hadoop/HIVE are of value
in a number of use-cases. Distributed computing building
blocks such as message queues are in use for loosely coupled
distributed workflows that span multiple systems or even
multiple facilities. Worfklow management systems such as
ADIOS and FireWorks provide the ability to orchestrate
complex workflows that require HPC capabilities. At a
higher-level, new data and analytic services built upon
these core underlying services are emerging. These include
analytic services such as data mining and data fusion as well
as data management services such as metadata harvesting
and management, indexing, discovery, dissemination, and
data citation services.
For HPC to provision these new services we must revisit
our traditional resource allocation policies which have to a
large degree been built around the notion of an ephemeral
resource, a compute core. Data services are built around a
long-lived resource, the data itself. Both HPC architecture
and allocation policies will need to adapt to this longevity.
The longer term roadmap for this transition involves
considerations beyond bulk data transfer and should focus towards increasing integration of inter-facility scientific
workflows.
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